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This week we discussed game theory as applied to human decision-making. In this lab we will take a look at
how some of these ideas influence social phenomena using segregation as an example.

Thomas Schelling’s model of ethnic segregation in neighborhoods is considered one of the first applications of
game theory in social science. This is an agent-based model that considers how inidividual agent perceptions
scale up to patterns that can be observed at larger, neighborhood scales. In this lab we will use R to reproduce
Schelling’s model (borrowing work from Ben Davies) and interpret the results.

If you’re interested in learning more, check out Schelling’s original 1971 paper, “Dynamic models of segregation.”

Building a matrix
Schelling’s model considers how people segregate themselves in space. We will first model a 2D space for our
theoretical people to live in.

We will consider a lattice that has 50X0 cells, for a total of 2500 cells. Each cell can have 3 states: black=
empty, red= group 1, blue= group 2. We will start by created a vector called group with 500 empties
(indicated by 0s), and 1000 each of group 1 and 2 (indicated by 1/2s).
group<-c(rep(0,500),rep(1,1000),rep(2,1000))

Now we will create a matrix that will sample 2500 numbers from our new vector called group without
replacement and call this matrix grid:
grid<-matrix(sample(group,2500,replace=F), ncol=50)

Let’s plot the grid
image(grid,col=c("black","red","blue"),axes=F,asp=1)
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#note that axes=F gets rid of the axes labels and asp=1 makes the plot square.

Exercise 1: Theoretical foundations
Schelling’s model examines how preference for like individuals influences the spatial configuration of neighbor-
hoods over time.

a.) How would you expect increasing preference for like individuals to affect the random neighorhood we just
plotted? Expain your reasoning.

Let’s test your hypothesis by recreating Schelling’s model and simulations.

In Schelling’s model, people based their happiness on how alike they were to their neighbors. If they were
happy they would stay and if they were unhappy they would move. To understand how people’s preference
for similar people affected spatial dynamics, we will need to know who everybody’s neighbor is in our 2D
simulation of a neighborhood. We can define neighborhoods in many ways.

Figure 1: Moore neighborhood of focal cell
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In this figure, the 8 cells surrounding the focal cell are what we refer to as the Moore neighborhood. Sometimes
we code neighbors as just neighbors in the cardinal directions, in the previous figure that would be cells 2,
4, 7 and 5. Since we often simulate models in small lattices it is helpful to extend the theoretical space by
connecting the edges together into a torus, which is fancy word for a donut. In the figure above it would
mean that the green and blue edges would be artifically connected to each other. In practice that means that
for focal cells on one of these edges, neighbors are a little different. For example:

Figure 2: Edge cells on torus/donut

Note that neighbor cells 1,4, and 6 are on the opposite end of the matrix.

Exercise 2: Tracking neighbors
a.) Draw in the Moore neighborhood for the following focal cell. Number the neighboring cells as in the
previous examples.

Figure 3: Exercise 2a
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Imagine the rows and columns of the matrix represent discrete x and y values. So coordinates (1,1) would
indicate the top left cell and the second cell just one to the right would have coordinates (1,2).

b.) Write the general coordinates that describe the position of every Moore neighbor of a focal cell positioned
at (x,y) that is not on any of the edges of the matrix. Assume that the dimensions of the matrix are nxn. I’ll
give you the first coordinate. There are 7 more!

(x, y − 1)

c.) Write the coordinates of the Moore neighborhood for a focal cell (x,y) that is on the top row but not the
corners.

d.) Write the coordinates of the Moore neighborhood for focal cell (x,y) that is in the first column but not
the corners.

e.) Write the coordinates of the Moore neighborhood for the focal cell (x,y) which is on one of the corners.

Now that we understand how to find the coordinates of each type of cell in the matrix we can write a function
that will return the neighborhood of each focal cell.
get_neighbors<-function(coords) {

n<-c()
for (i in c(1:8)) {

if (i == 1) {
x<-coords[1] + 1
y<-coords[2]

}

if (i == 2) {
x<-coords[1] + 1
y<-coords[2] + 1

}

if (i == 3) {
x<-coords[1]
y<-coords[2] + 1

}

if (i == 4) {
x<-coords[1] - 1
y<-coords[2] + 1

}

if (i == 5) {
x<-coords[1] - 1
y<-coords[2]

}

if (i == 6) {
x<-coords[1] - 1
y<-coords[2] - 1

}

if (i == 7) {
x<-coords[1]
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y<-coords[2] - 1
}

if (i == 8) {
x<-coords[1] + 1
y<-coords[2] - 1

}

if (x < 1) {
x<-51

}
if (x > 50) {

x<-1
}
if (y < 1) {

y<-50
}
if (y > 50) {

y<-1
}
n<-rbind(n,c(x,y))

}
n

}

f.) Test out the get_neighbors function we just created. The function is asking for coordinates, which you
need to supply as a list ie.) c(x,y). Run the function to produce the Moore neighboorhood of the cell in our
50x50 lattice with the coordinates c(29,3).

Programming the model
We need to setup a few placeholders to keep track of preference for ‘alikeness’ and how happy everyone is
based on their neighborhoods:

We will simulate the Schelling model for 100 time steps. At each time step, each cell will look around its
neighborhood to count the number of cells that are similar to itself. If the % preference for likeness is <
the % of like individuals in their Moore neighborhood, we will say that cell is unhappy. Every time step, a
random selection of unhappy cells will move to an empty spot in the landscape and the process continues.

The following program was written to track changes in the landscape when changing the preference for
likeness.

Note that this program won’t work particularly well in the R Markdown enviornment, so you’ll have to open
the .R script on canvas in the base R program to actually run it. We won’t be able to use Studio to see the
animation in real time. The following code chunk is included here just to help you understand the code:

DON’T RUN IN STUDIO
# set a preference for likeness

alike_preference<-0.10

#track happiness in an empty list
happiness_tracker<-c()

# for every t in 100 timesetps:
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for (t in c(1:100)) {

#track happy and unhappy cells in these empty listss
happy_cells<-c()
unhappy_cells<-c()

#for every jth row
for (j in c(1:50)) {
#and every kth column of my 50x50 lattice

for (k in c(1:50)) {
#the coordinate of the current cell is

current<-c(j,k)
#the value (0,1,2) of the cell at this coordinate is

value<-grid[j,k]
#if the value >0

if (value > 0) {
#create these placeholders

like_neighbors<-0
all_neighbors<-0

#then get the coordinates of all the neighbors of the current cell
#and store them in a variable we call neighbors
neighbors<-get_neighbors(current)

#for every ith neighbor of the cell
for (i in c(1:nrow(neighbors))){

#store the coordinates as variables called x and y
x<-neighbors[i,1]
y<-neighbors[i,2]

#if the cell at grid[x,y] is not empty
if (grid[x,y] > 0) {

#then count this cell as a neighbor
all_neighbors<-all_neighbors + 1

}
#and if the cell at grid[x,y] is the same type as the current cell

if (grid[x,y] == value) {
#then count it as a like neighbor

like_neighbors<-like_neighbors + 1
}

}

#now if the proportion of like/all neighbors is not NA
if (is.nan(like_neighbors / all_neighbors)==FALSE) {

#and if the proportion of like/all neighbors < the preference for alike people
if ((like_neighbors / all_neighbors) < alike_preference) {

#bind the coords of the unhappy cells
unhappy_cells<-rbind(unhappy_cells,c(current[1],current[2]))

}
#and bind the rest of the cells since they are happy in the variable happy_cells

else {
happy_cells<-rbind(happy_cells,c(current[1],current[2]))

}
}
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else {
happy_cells<-rbind(happy_cells,c(current[1],current[2]))

}
}

}
}

#Next, we’ll get our overall happiness by dividing the number of happy cells
#by the total number of occupied cells, and update our happiness tracker by
#appending that value to the end of the vector.

happiness_tracker<-append(happiness_tracker,length(happy_cells)/(length(happy_cells)
+ length(unhappy_cells)))

#Next, we’ll get our unhappy patches to move to unoccupied spaces. To do this,
#we’ll randomly sample unhappy cells so we’re not introducing a spatial bias.
#Then, we’ll iterate through that sample, calling each patch in that group a mover,
#and picking a random spot in the grid as a moveto. A while loop will continue to
#pick a new random moveto while the current moveto is inhabited. Once an uninhabited
#moveto has been found, the mover’s value is applied to that patch, and removed from
#the original mover patch.

rand<-sample(nrow(unhappy_cells))
for (i in rand) {

mover<-unhappy_cells[i,]
mover_val<-grid[mover[1],mover[2]]
move_to<-c(sample(1:50,1),sample(1:50,1))
move_to_val<-grid[move_to[1],move_to[2]]
while (move_to_val > 0 ){

move_to<-c(sample(1:50,1),sample(1:50,1))
move_to_val<-grid[move_to[1],move_to[2]]

}
grid[mover[1],mover[2]]<-0
grid[move_to[1],move_to[2]]<-mover_val

}

#Finally, we’ll check the output.

#the following script allows me to plot two graphs side to side:
par(mfrow=c(1,2))
#my first plot will be of the new grid we created
image(grid,col=c("black","red","blue"),axes=F)
#my second plot will be a blank canvas
plot(runif(100,0,1),ylab="percent happy",xlab="time",col="white",ylim=c(0,1))
#in which I'll add the time series of % happy people
lines(happiness_tracker,oma = c(0, 0, 2, 0),col="red")

}

Exercise 3: Segregation simulations
Open up the segregation.R file from Canvas in R not R Studio. Select everything and then either run it
with the shortcut Crtl+R for PCs or Cmd+R for Macs. You can adjust the plot window to make it look
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more like a square. This simulation is set for a % alike preference = 0.7

a.) What happens to the landscape and the % happiness of people in the landscape over time when % alike
preference = 0.7? Why is this happening? How would you desribe the spatial distribution at the end? Is it
clustered, dispersed (regularly-spaced) or random? Include a picture of your results at the end of the 100
time step simulation in your final R markdown document to help you explain your answer.

c.) What happens to the landscape and the % happiness of people in the landscape over time when % alike
preference = 0.9? How would you desribe the spatial distribution at the end? Is it clustered, dispersed
(regularly-spaced), random or something else? Are the results what you expected? Why or why not? Include
a picture of your results at the end of the 100 time step simulation in your final R markdown document to
help you explain your answer.

d.) Change the preference level and re-run the simulation a few more times. What happens when preferences
for like people are very low, low, medium, medium-high, and very high? Based on your exploration of the
model how do people’s biases appear to affect segregation? Is the result intuitive? If yes, why. If not, how
can you explain the results? Include some pictures to explain your reasoning.

e.) How do you think these results fit into the discussions we had about game theory this week? How might
they be important in coupled-human natural systems?

Homework 4: Project Proposal
Due: WEDNESDAY 2/12/2020 at 4:35pm to Canvas

Congratulations on all your progress so far this quarter! Now you will have the opportunity to apply what
you have learned in class to a system of personal interest to you. You and a partner in class will team up to
edit an existing or construct a new coupled human-natural system model.

Step 1: Find a partner! I would advise you to choose someone who complements your skills. If you have
particularly good programming skills you may consider teaming up with someone who has more background
in social or ecological systems, for example.

Step 2: Decide on a project! Consider using the models you’ve seen during the course of this class as
inspiration. Are there topics that were especially interesting, or aspects you felt went unanswered? Are other
questions from other classes interesting to explore in a modeling framework? What do you think is feasible
considering the skills you have developed throughout the course?

You are expected to discuss ideas with one another and pitch them to me a short 1-page document to be
submitted on Canvas. You’ll have time to discuss the ideas with one another and me during our X hr next
Wednesday but you should exchange contact information as soon as possible.

** Team members are expected to work together and support each other throughout the project. Consider
how your interests/skills can be combined to best reflect both of you in the project. Your final paper will
require an author contribution statement and each member of the team will submit a separate evaluation of
the other team member. So make sure that you are being a good team member!

The proposal should detail in a concise 1 page document:

i. Background/Motivation - Provide background information about the system and motivation behind
the project, cite primary literature resources as appropriate.

ii. Questions - What is the main question/questions you will address?

iii. Hypotheses - What are your hypotheses/predictions?

iv. Methods - What modeling approaches will you take to answer your question/s.

v. Outcomes/Impact - Why is this study important? What impact could it have on our understanding of
the system or in society at large?
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